and seriously done dog imitation (Yvonne Rainer once did this), or the dancers unexpectedly sit down to take an intermission, talking, scratching, and the like (Cunningham once did this). Aileen Passloff once did a solo called Asterisk in which she simply walked briskly around the stage in heels and a dress. If many of the avant-garde productions are accepted as genuine cases of dancing, we will have to surrender distinctions which seem at least intuitively correct. We could not, for example, distinguish between merely repetitious movement (e.g., hammering a nail, rowing a boat, etc.) and dance movement, between dance movement and kaleidoscopic movement where there is constant change but no progression, or between fragmented or spastic movement-step, pause and jerk, step, pause and jerkand dance movement. We need not demand of contemporary dancers that they adhere to traditional aesthetic canons which now seem passe, but we can demand they surrender an almost vacuous use of the term.
I am not at this point going to settle the question of what sort of analysis to use; rather, I am going to assume the relationship between the analysans and analysandum is one of logical necessity and sufficiency because this best illuminates the problems inherent in analysizing the locution. After this I will outline a plausible alternative, one suggested to me by Peter Achinsteinls work on semantic and nonsemantic relevance.
Achinstein holds that for certain terms the relationship between the properties cited in the analysans and analysandum is one of relevance. If a property is relevant for being an x, then given that an item possesses certain properties and lacks others in such a way that it is a candidate for being an x, the fact that the item possesses (or lacks) the property in question normally will count, at least to some extent, in favor of (or against) concluding that it is an x; and if it possesses (or lacks) sufficiently many properties of certain sorts, the fact that the item possesses (or lacks) the property in question may justifiably be held to settle whether it is an x. For example, consider the Black Swan pas de deux. The fact that Odile possesses the property of moving rhythmically to Tchaikovsky's music normally counts, at least to some extent, in favor of concluding that she is dancing.
II. THE COMMON SENSE VIEW: ITS MERITS AND DEMERITS
To begin with, dancing requires a medium, the medium of bodily movement. A person who does not move cannot be said, in any sense of the term, to be dancing. This does not imply a person need be moving at all times during his dance. Just as a musician makes use of musical rests, so a dancer makes use of movement rests. Furthermore, it is important that the dancer travel through space while moving his body. Similarly, this does not imply the dancer never stays in one place, only that over the interval of his dance, he normally covers some space. It is hard to say how much space the dancer has to cover, but if he stands in one place over the interval of his dance, normally he cannot be said to be dancing, though he might be said to be e.g., hopping, turning or jumping. Even a waltz done sur la place would not be a case of dancing, though it would be an instance of doing a waltz step.
Although all dancing involves movement, not all movement is dance movement, just as all music involves sound, but not all sound is music. Since movement is fundamental to dancing and since dancing has leaned heavily on music, we might try the following analysis:
(1) x is dancing over interval i if and only If (i) x moves rhythmically In accordance with music played during i and (ii) x travels through space. Although dancing has leaned heavily on instrumental music and presumably will continue to do so, perhaps because melodic and harmonic tones are imbued with emotive qualities which provide an atmospheric mood, rhythmic accompaniment theoretically is not necessary.
The analysis is also faulty because ice skating is not correctly classifiable as dancing though it has the properties cited in the analysans. I do not contend that conceptually dancing cannot be done on ice; a person dressed in ordinary street shoes, fortified with a lot of nerve and blessed with a bit of luck could whirl off a Viennese waltz on ice. But I do contend that ice skating is not dancing, despite the fact that it shares some qualities, e.g., lightness, smoothness and similiar use of meter, with some kinds of dancing. The reason for this is that basic to the notion of dancing is the notion of stepping (generic sense, i.e., general term for running, hopping, leaping, turning, etc.) from one foot to the other. Consider again the Viennese waltz which has a basic step pattern of down, up, up-a reach with two catch steps.
Once a person puts on ice skates, he can no longer do the basic step pattern but must change it to three gliding steps, and in doing this he draws not from the dancer's fundamental repertoire of steps but from the skater's. In dancing stepping from one foot to another is the foundation from which step patterns are built, while in ice skating the foundation lies with gliding from one foot to another. To be sure skaters use a few stepping motions such as running on toe, but they use them sparingly and can rarely use them extensively. Every step and stance is rigidly controlled in the characteristic stiff-thighed and straight-backed glide of ice skaters and is bounced off a slowly accelerating, rippling rhythm of skaters building up speed. Even though Les Patineurs is very much like ice skating, it is not on this account dance skating, since it is not sufficient for the truth of "Les Patineurs is dance skating" that dance skating resembles ice skating.
Consider
It might be objected that ice dancing threatens trouble for my argument. But I contend to say that ice dancing is a form of dancing is like saying narrative dancing is a form of drama. Both use the elements of story-telling and expressive bodily movement. However, whereas in drama narration through voice control js the basic aesthetic category, in dancing the quality of the movement takes aesthetic precedence. Again, in drama bodily movement is an aid, however invaluable, to expressive interpretation of words, but in narrative dancing the story, however important, is secondary to expressive bodily movement. Even though dance drama eans heavily on the elements of drama, we do not, thereby, call it a form of drama. Similarly, even though ice dancing borrows from the elements of dancing, it is not, thereby, a form of dancing. Furthermore, ice dancing cannot without difficulty, adapt basic dance steps to the ice medium, nor, when successful, can it sustain them for any length of time. Moreover, although dancing can be performed without the use of gliding steps, ice dancing cannot, except perhaps in very simple cases.
Again, although ice dancing can be performed without the use of dance steps, dancing cannot, not even in the simplest cases. In light of the above considerations, I think ice dancing is more properly classified as skating which is a bit like dancing than dancing which is a lot like skating.
In general the problem with the above analysis is that though it initially accords well with out intuitions, it fails because there are just too many counter-examples.
Another objection is that the analysis neglects important descriptive features of dancing. In the literature on dancing, no discussion is complete without an account of the expressive and representative elements of dancing; yet, they make no appearance in the analysis.
III. THE NOTION OF RELEVANCE
I want to suggest that the relationship between the properties cited in the analysans and analysandum is one of relevance, where properties relevant to dancing are characteristic of many kinds of dancing. Perhaps the best way to explain this is by comparison with the term "religion."
The property of believing in supernatural beings (gods) is relevant though neither logically necessary nor sufficient for being a religion.
If a cultural entity exhibits certain other properties (e.g., prayer and ritual), the fact that it includes belief in supernatural beings will normally count, to some extent, in favor of concluding that it is a religion (though possession of other properties may count against this).
And if it possesses sufficiently many properties of certain sorts, the fact that it includes belief in supernatural beings might be taken to settle the matter. If it does not include such a belief, it is not necessarily excluded from being a religion.
However, the fact that a cultural entity lacks belief in supernatural beings will normally count as some reason against concluding that it is a religion; and if it lacks certain other properties as well, this fact may be taken to settle the question. We need, moreover, to distinguish between, semantically and descriptively relevant properties. Suppose we are asked to justify the claim that someone who is moving rhythmically to the beat of the music while traveling through space is dancing.
I would reply that such properties tend to count in and of themselves, to some extent, toward classifying someone as dancing. As a matter of fact, someone who is moving this way is normally classified as dancing solely in virtue of having such properties. They are not intrinsically dancemaking ones. Rather, the possession of such properties (among others) counts in favor of classifying someone as dancing if they are found to be among other properties which are intrinsically dance-making ones.
The distinction between semantic and descriptive relevance can be expressed by saying: Given that x is a candidate for an instance of dancing, a property is semantically relevant for "x is dancing" provided that x's having (or lacking) that property tends to count in and of itself, to some extent, toward (or against) an x is dancing classification.
On the other hand, given that x is a candidate for an instance of dancing, a property is descriptively relevant for "x is dancing" provided that x's having that property tends to count toward an x is dancing classification solely because it occurs along with the semantic properties.
IV. THE SEMANTIC AND DESCRIPTIVE PROPERTIES OF DANCING
I will develop the distinction between semantical and descriptive relevance by looking at a typical and familiar case of dancing, Swan Lake; and asking whether lack of P in and of itself counts, to some extent, against classifying what the dancers are doing as dancing.
In virtue of lacking P, do we think of what they are doing as not the best examples of dancing, not the most typical or standard instances of dancing. Somethimes whether lack of P counts at all against classifying what someone is doing as an instance of dancing may not be definitely answerable. However, when we have all the properties in the set, we clearly have an instance of dancing (e.g., Sleeping Beauty, Romeo and Juliet, Cinderella, etc.), just as when none of the properties are in the set, we clearly have an instance of nondancing (e.g., playing football, baking a cake, watching television, etc.).
But in between cases will arise in which we will hesitate to say whether they are dancing, and this may be the reasonable reply.
In light of the above discussion, I will list what seem to me to be the semantic and descriptive features of "x is dancing":
x uses a medium of bodily movement which allows x to step from one foot to another. Although this is a semantic condition, the medium of bodily movement, by itself, is necessary.
x's movement lasts for some substantial Tnterval i.
Although occurring over an interval is a necessary and semantic condition, the length of the interval is contingent.
x travels through a space s. Similarly, while occurring in space is a necessary and semantic condition, the amount of space covered is contingent. 10. x uses movement accompanied by a narrator.
11. x uses costuming.
x uses scenery.
These properties are also subject to variations in degree. For example, if x uses rhythmical bodily movement in accordance with the music for the entire duration of his dance, condition four is satisfied; if for no time, it is not satisfied. For times in between there will be some for which it will be unclear whether the condition is satisfied.
V. SUMMARY
Although the above overview has been sketchy, it presents a modest attempt to clarify our concept of dancing.
I began by showing that the most popular analysis of dancing-the one which takes it to be rhythmical bodily movement done to music-is inadequate because it lets in ice skaters and rules out free dance and dancing in silence. Without arguing fully for the point, I have suggested that basic to the notion of dancing is stepping from one foot to another while basic to the notion of skating is gliding from one foot to another. Furthermore, I pointed out that an analysis of this sort fails to do full justice to the richness of our concept of dancing.
The main thrust of the discussion has been to outline a plausible alternative, one which takes the relationship between the properties cited in the analysans and analysandum to be one of relevance. Of these, some are semantically relevant, others descriptively relevant. Although much more needs to be said on the subject, the above serves to indicate the direction we might take to unsnarl some of the tangles involved in the aesthetics of dancing.
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NOTES
In this use x ranges over persons, whereas in derivative uses x ranges over other objects, when, for example, we speak of gnats dancing in the air or marionettes dancing with human grace.
Moreover, I shall not be concerned with dances of animals such as the mountain chickens of British Guiana, stilt birds of Cape York, Australia, or anthropoid apes of Teneriffe. Since secondary senses of the expression (save those that are obviously metaphorical) can be analyzed in terms of its primary sense or can be considered an extension of it, I shall confine my analysis to its primary sense. Moreover, even though we cannot rule out nonhuman rational beings among those objects capable of dancing, I do not think they should be mentioned in the primary analysis.
Should we be visited someday by dancing Martians or the like, I suggest we then extend the use of the concept to countenance these creatures. 
